Sicily the Three-Cornered
With Map and 51 Illustrations
41 in Natural Colors

Cruising Florida's Western Waterways
With Map and 30 Illustrations
21 in Natural Colors

South Seas' Incredible Land Divers
With Map and 20 Illustrations
12 in Natural Colors

A Naturalist in Penguin Land
With Map and 26 Illustrations

Air Age Brings Life to Canton Island
With Map and 15 Illustrations
12 in Natural Colors

At Home in the High Andes
With Map and 10 Illustrations

Sixty-four Pages of Illustrations in Color
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Spectacular Rio de Janeiro
With 31 Illustrations
HERNADE TAVARES DE SA
25 in Natural Colors
CHARLES ALLMON

Life Among the Wai Wai Indians
With 22 Illustrations
CLIFFORD EVANS and BETTY J. MEGGERS
16 in Natural Colors

New National Geographic Map Features Brazil

America's First Painters
With 24 Illustrations
DOROTHY DUNN
18 Paintings

Deaf Children Learn to Talk at Clarke School
With 24 Illustrations
LILIAN GROSVENOR
17 in Natural Colors
WILLARD R. CULVER

East Pakistan Drives Back the Jungle
With Map and 30 Illustrations
JEAN and FRANC SHOR
23 in Natural Colors

X-Rays Reveal the Inner Beauty of Shells
With 15 Illustrations
HILARY B. MOORE

Seventy-two Pages of Illustrations in Color
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